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We Will Chaos into Three(lines)
Be(com)ing Writers of Three
Through (Re)etymologizing “Write”
Abstract
In this manuscript, we take up the invitation by the editors of this special issue 
and Deleuze to expose, explore, and expand Deleuze’s triple definition of writ-
ing. We will chaos into three(lines). We become writers of three. We ask ques-
tions without definite answers: How do we write a piece that is never finished? 
Is writing supposed to be clear? What if writing is supposed to be listened to? 
Experienced? What does it provoke? And in an attempt to write that which is 
not supposed to be on paper, we write. Sketch. Drag. Produce a mess. Struggle. 
Resist. Create. Map. Sustain.
 Keywords: Write, Writing process, Chaos, Chaos-ing, Deleuze and Guattari
Preface: Entering into the Manuscript1
I am going to ask a question without an answer. How do we write a piece that is 
never finished? If it can be read in any order, then it is never finished. —Becky2
That is what kids understand—when they make a game like Candyland.3 —Tara
Is writing supposed to be clear?4
What if writing is supposed to be listened to?5 Experienced? 
Rebecca C. Christ, Tara Gutshall Rucker, & Candace R. Kuby
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What does it provoke?6
Let’s make rules…are we going make comment boxes?7 Write in the document? 
No cheating!8
Are we going to read all of it before a discussion? [For example…] We read 
Fragment 19 and then talk about that? We read Fragment 2 and then talk? Or do 
we read a section and then write for a certain amount of minutes and then talk? 
Or do we read a section in silence and then talk? —Tara
What if we just see what becomes? —Candace(?)10
Excited and terrified at the same time.
I don’t know what to do with myself. —Becky
I’m cool with the chaos. But we need to make rules. —Becky11
I’m just going to start reading. I’m going to start reading, and you have to figure 
out where I’m at. —Tara
I’m going to put my cursor down. —Tara
I found you. —Becky
The chaos into three is not what is written on the page, it’s “this.”12 
How do you put that down on paper?
We are getting better at being messier. 
How do we mess up the order? 
This13 makes me think differently. 
Does this14 become nothing? 
Chaos is unpredictable.
I’m cool with the messiness as long as we have rules. —Becky
What are the rules for messiness? —Candace 
At what point do we know we have chaosed15 into three? —Candace
Oh, that needs to be written down. —Becky [laughs… writes it down in Google Doc...]
Is it something we ever reach? —Candace 
Reading, as in writing, is not always about being clear.16 
 Let it wash over you. 
Don’t rush to understanding.17 
Do you think we need to go back and pull this18 together? Drag19 this together? —Tara
It goes back to that question; I’m thinking, why are we writing this and who is 
going to be reading this? Does writing...is it about meaning making? 
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The messy affect(s) of writing. Special issue call for papers. 
This feels affectual. 
So, we should just leave it messy. —Candace
Write |rīt|
Write |rīt|21 
Verb (past wrote |rōt| ; past participle written |ˈritn| ) [with object]
Origin Old English wrītan ‘score, form (letters) by carving, write,’ of Germanic 
origin; related to German reissen ‘sketch, drag.’
Becky, assistant professor, teaching and learning
Tara, elementary classroom teacher
Candace, associate professor, learning, teaching, and curriculum
We (be)came to write together; “Since each of us was several, there was 
already quite a crowd” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 3). To write: to 
“mark (letters, words, or other symbols) on a surface, typically paper, with a 
pen, pencil, or similar implement.” Reading the definition of “write,” we were 
surprised to find that the origin of write is related to the German reissen meaning 
“sketch, drag.”
Kuby, C.R., & Christ, R.C. (2018).
Kuby, C.R., & Gutshall Rucker, T. (2016).
Writers as two, twos. How do we become writers of three?22
Drag23: “Pull (someone or something) along forcefully, roughly, or with diffi-
culty” or “take (someone) to or from a place or event, despite their reluctance.” 
Dragging—although forceful—takes us from a place, potentially to a new place. 
Candace’s partnership with each of us separately and this call for manuscripts, 
has dragged us together, has pulled us together forcefully as a trio—in order to 
write about and celebrate the productive, relational, and art-full messiness of 
writing.
Dragged together to sketch together.
We three meeting for the first time, but having known each other all along 
through (our) writings.
“We have been aided, inspired, multiplied” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1980/1987, p. 3).
Drag24, interestingly, originates from a word meaning “to draw,” which connects 
us to the other original meaning of “write”–sketch. Sketch, “a rough or unfin-
ished drawing or painting” is based on the Greek skhedios meaning “done ex-
tempore” or, in other words, “spoken or done without preparation.” This without 
preparation insinuates an incomplete mess. This mess or “a dirty or untidy state 
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of things” is also a “portion of food” creating “a group of people who regularly 
eat together,” this, we have come to find, is what sustains us. Writing.
Thus, we decided to use this opportunity (the call for papers) to explore how 
the three of us become writers of three, thinking-with Deleuze’s triple definition 
of writing: “to write is to struggle and resist; to write is to become; to write is 
to draw a map: ‘I am a cartographer’” (Deleuze, 1986/1988, p. 44). In pull-
ing from the editors’ call to will chaos25 into fourteen lines, we will chaos into 
three(lines).
1. Writing as struggle and resistance;
2. Writing as messiness and a/effect(ive); and
3. Writing as creating and mapping.26
In this manuscript, we take up the invitation by the editors and Deleuze to 
expose, explore, and expand the triple definition of writing. We will chaos into 
three(lines). In an attempt to write that which “I don’t think [...] is supposed 
to be on paper” (-Becky). We write. Sketch. Drag. Produce a mess. Struggle. 
Resist. Create. Map. Sustain.
Every time I write, I can’t go back to who I was before. —Tara 
While we co-author manuscripts, we co-author each other,
becoming-with each other as mess-mates (Haraway, 2008).
If we understood the origin of writing through (re)etymologizing27 the word 
as we do in this manuscript, then the triple definition of writing by Deleuze 
shouldn’t surprise us. Thus, in spirit with the call, we propose—through art-full 
writing—to explore the ethico-onto-epistemologies (Barad, 2007) of writing 
(i.e., the doing, be[com]ing, and knowing [of] writing). In doing so, we (attempt 
to) “articulate the complex, critically engaged, and currently unheard arguments 
related to the writing.”28 In thinking of the ethico-onto-epistemologies of writ-
ing, we ask, what if it [ideas, feelings, relationships] is not meant to be written, 
but rather be(come)/produce sketches and draggings that help us “produce dif-
ferent knowledge and produce knowledge differently” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 175) 
and, therefore, live, be(come), and do—and write—differently.
Disclaimer29: While we are intrigued by the questions in the call for papers, we do 
not know yet what our writing will be(come) nor what the art-fullness will look like 
until we do the work of willing and writing chaos into three(lines)—portrayed right 
now by the three-line stanzas on the right margin. By acknowledging that we do not 
know what will be(come) of the final product,30 we are perhaps “agitating the aca-
demic sensibilities”31 of writing an abstract. We are open to the ‘final’ manuscript (if 
invited to do so) art-fully coming into being and (re)presented in a yet-to-be-known 
way.
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I want to be able to write this. —Tara
Is an article such as this possible? —Candace
Regardless, this is what sustains me (us). —Becky 
We will chaos into three(lines).32
Chaos-ings33 
Into the chaos—into the void—we go… 
We (attempt to) engage in “behavior so unpredictable as to appear random, 
owing to great sensitivity to small changes in conditions” (a definition of chaos) 
in an effort to “agitate the academic sensibilities” (from the call for papers). In 
(one story of) Greek mythology, Chaos is the origin of all other beings (see, for 
example, Hamilton, 1942)… And so, like Greek mythology, we start from a 
place of chaos. This chaos is productive, yet unpredictable. 
So, is it [chaos] really “just” a noun? Can chaos also be a verb? What would it 
mean to do chaos? ...A chaos-ing... From the chaos-ing comes all other be(com)ings… 
From the chaos-ing comes all other lines... 
Chaos: complete disorder and confusion.
Antonym: orderliness 
“The world has become chaos, but the book remains the image of the world: rad-
icle-chaosmos rather than root-chaosmos. A strange mystification: a book all the 
more total for being fragmented” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 6).34 
I can’t believe Deleuze and Guattari wrote about chaos in the rhizome chapter/plateau?! 
And in relation to writing! 
The book (writing) is all the more for being fragmented.
Fragments, not clarity, coherence, wholeness.
All the more total for being fragmented… 
 “[T]o write is to struggle and resist; to write is to become; to write is to draw
a map: ‘I am a cartographer’” (Deleuze, 1986/1988, p. 44).
So, we fragment writing to be(come) all the more total...35
Fragment 1: Writing as Struggle and Resistance;
I feel stuck.36 —Candace
We should not talk… we can only respond by writing.37 —Candace
How do we drag and sketch?
struggle |ˈstrəɡəl| 
verb [no object] 
make forceful or violent efforts to get free of restraint or constriction
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drag |draɡ| 
verb (drags, dragging, dragged) 
1 [with object] pull (someone or something) along forcefully, roughly,
or with difficulty
Is struggling a dragging? 
A pulling, sometimes with difficulty, with-others to be(come) writers.
It’s difficult for us to find time to write together in the same “space”/time.
I feel like I don’t know how to enter this piece of writing.
What is it we are supposed to be doing?
What does it mean to write about writing? And how writing comes to be? 
I know how to write a research “empirical” article, but this feels differently.
This makes me think about how writing “formulaic-ly” and “open-ly” can be 
difficult, especially if one or neither, are done often…?
What happens when we escape the lines made for writing?
Do we38 acknowledge the struggle and resistance? What is writing?
What does it look and sound like? Is it honest? If so, do we acknowledge the 
honest process and the idea that we may not know until it becomes.
Writing in the classroom seemed confined, at least at times,
by mandates or expectations.39 
Does it therefore become nothing?
How do writers, of all ages, mingle and combine?40 
Permission. We have permission to write with fewer parameters.41
No direction is met by uncertainty. So, we write, unsure of meaning
and risk a lack of sense making.42
Will strain to nothing in the strict confines
Of this sweet order, where, in pious rape,
I hold his essence and amorphous shape,
Till he with Order mingles and combines.43
Oh, what does writing sound like?!
How do we order for words to mingle and combine? How might order be sweet?44
Struggling is about getting free from constraints. What constrains us as writers? 
Is it possible to free ourselves from that? APA, publishing expectations, the 
“right way” to do research, linear steps, coherence, clarity. Struggle is about 
making forceful or violent efforts. Force. Violence. 
What will others think?
What are others writing?45
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I think trust and time or experience or space frees us from this. 
Some of the same words keep coming to my mind. Is it because it is truly the 
case, or because we’ve thought with them for so long.
I don’t think I would have been comfortable with this
exercise eight years ago. Why is that?!46
Because we think literacies otherwise?47 The not yet known. Possibilities.
Uncertainties. But are we comfortable with that? What we invite children to do? 
How does this open invitation to ‘go be a writer’ feel to us? What is it producing 
for us? How are we be(com)ing (different) writers? 
I was thinking about the invitation “go be a writer” too. For some students it’s 
“freeing” while for others it was “constraining.”48
We’ve written about writing for a long time, but always with a plan in mind and 
‘data’ to guide us. This is different. This is writing/thinking that feels different. 
And so, we struggle… we grapple with what it means to write like this49 and 
what it produces, and sometimes we flounder or stumble, but regardless, we stay 
with the trouble (Haraway, 2016).




1. the refusal to accept or comply with something; the attempt to prevent some-
thing by action or argument.
“she put up no resistance to being led away”
2. the ability not to be affected by something, especially adversely.
“some of us have a lower resistance to cold than others”
Synonyms: 
opposition to, hostility to, aversion to, refusal to accept, unwillingness to accept, 
disinclination to accept, reluctance to accept, lack of enthusiasm for “they dis-
played a narrow-minded resistance to change”
So, what are we refusing to accept or comply with? OR 
Are we able to not be affected by something? What is that something? 
I will put Chaos into fourteen lines
And keep him there; and let him thence escape
If he be lucky; let him twist, and ape
Flood, fire, and demon—his adroit designs
Will strain to nothing in the strict confines
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Straining to nothing—how do these lines work with the notion of struggle and 
resistance? Strain to nothing? Strict confines?
I totally feel that I am “agitating the academic sensibilities”51 of writing right now. 
And it makes me smile.
What does it mean to “put” Chaos into fourteen lines as opposed to “willing” it 
into fourteen lines? We resist the “actual” line in the poem because in the call, 
we were called to “will chaos” not “put chaos”...52
Willing—“ready, eager, or prepared to do something.” Put—“move to or place 
in a particular position.” So, are we eager (I don’t feel “prepared”) to chaos rath-
er than putting it (words, writing, ideas, feelings?) in a particular position? Cha-
os-ing feels unpredictable and without intentionality. Willing feels more open to 
the unknowns of writing, rather than putting words into their place. What does it 
do to me as a writer to think that words have a place? How can I meet uncertain-
ty (of writing) with eagerness?
Now I’m thinking about what I might say or ask children (such as with personal 
narratives or non-fiction research): How could you share this with others? How 
might someone use or experience this? Are we limited by alphabetic print?53
Why does it matter to acknowledge to write is to struggle and resist? 
We smile and laugh as we write in silence… In the struggle and resistance is 
surprise and also joy. Yet, we also continue to struggle with how to “write” this 
struggle and resistance as well as the surprise and joy. 
I keep thinking about who this is for. I think I usually benefit the most from the 
struggle and resistance. Who is the writing for? Who reads this publication? For 
them, the struggle and resistance may not be seen. 
Fragment 2: Writing as Messiness and A/Effect(ive);
I don’t think we’re supposed to write about this yet54… but I’m thinking about 
the literal messiness. Is there a way to capture the messiness/process of writing 
this55—to not just write but to show messiness? I’m thinking now we have so 
much. So how do we “organize”...
There is something affectual going on—I see the faces of us three at the top 
of my screen—writing/thinking in silence. Yet it is so comfortable. Where did 
this comfort come from? Forty-five minutes ago, I wasn’t sure where to enter, 
where to begin. I felt stuck. How did this comfort, joy come to be? This ease in 
embracing the unknown?
[We literally haven’t spoken for the last forty-five minutes… 
we have only written/become/willed chaos into three…]
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Candace’s partnership with each of us separately and this call for papers, has 
dragged us together, has pulled us together forcefully as a trio—in order to write 
about and celebrate the productive, relational, and art-full messiness of writing.56
And if writing is a becoming… 
If chaos is a verb, how does one do “to chaos”? We will chaos… we will 
(future tense) chaos (verb) into three(lines). We are chaos-ing into ourselves, 
as three(people), three(lines)?57 Ourselves and our writing are becoming at the 
same time...
...Dragged together to sketch together.
We three meeting for the first time, but having known each other all 
along through (our) writings.
“We have been aided, inspired, multiplied” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1980/1987, p. 3).
We are three … what’s the D&G58 quote… we no longer need to be individual 
because we were already a crowd?
“The two [three] of us wrote Anti-Oedipus [this manuscript] together. Since 
each of us was several, there was already quite a crowd. Here we have made 
use of everything that came within range, what was closest as well as farthest 
away. We have assigned clever pseudonyms to prevent recognition. Why have 
we kept our own names? Out of habit, purely out of habit. To make ourselves 
unrecognizable in turn. To render imperceptible, not ourselves, but what 
makes us act, feel, and think. Also because it’s nice to talk like everybody else, 
to say the sun rises, when everybody knows it’s only a manner of speaking. To 
reach, not the point where one no longer says I, but the point where it is no lon-
ger of any importance whether one says I. We are no longer ourselves. Each 
will know his own.59 We have been aided, inspired, multiplied.” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 3).60 
So, does anyone know how we might talk about this writing chaosed into this 
manuscript? I have no idea what just happened over the past hour and a half. 
What is/was our “method”? ;-) (Can we include emojis?) This is too flat. 
Fragment 3: Writing as Creating and Mapping
And I don’t think we are supposed to write about this yet either61….but I feel we 
are creating something in this chaos-ing tonight. Not sure how to say it yet. Or 
what word to use to label it. Not sure how we’d even go back and map what is 
unfolding.62 As I re-read, I sometimes can’t remember or figure out who wrote 
what above. We are chaos-ing into three. Or perhaps willing chaos into…
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And where are the threes anymore? 
Weren’t we going to write three lines every so often? 
What happened to that plan?
...There we did it63…
[Laughter, to find a response to questions, just by the moving of lines around]
Yes, our plans take us somewhere else. 
“A book has neither object nor subject; it is made of variously formed 
matters, and very different dates64 and speeds. To attribute the book to a 
subject is to overlook this working of matters, and the exteriority of their 
relations… In a book, as in all things, there... are lines of flight, movements 
of deterritorialization and destratification… As an assemblage, a book has 
only itself, in connection with other assemblages and in relation to other 
bodies without organs. We will never ask what a book means, as signified 
or signifier; we will not look for anything to understand in it. We will ask 
what it functions with, in connection with what other things it does or does 
not transmit intensities, in which other multiplicities its own are inserted 
and metamorphosed, and with what bodies without organs it makes its own 
converge. A book exists only through the outside and on the outside… But 
when one writes, the only question is which other machine the literary machine 
can be plugged into, must be plugged into in order to work… but they define 
writing as always the measure of something else. Writing has nothing to do with 
signifying. It has to do with surveying, mapping, even realms that are yet to 
come” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 3-5). 
“[C]ontrary to deeply rooted belief, the book is not an image of the world. It 
forms a rhizome with the world…” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 11). 
“Write, form a rhizome, increase your territory by deterritorialization” (Deleuze 
& Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 11). YES! YES!! YES!!!65
“Make a map, not a tracing...What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that 
it is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in contact with the real. The 
map does not reproduce an unconscious closed in upon itself; it constructs the 
unconscious” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 12).
“We’re tired of trees. We should stop believing in trees, roots, and radicles. 
They’ve made us suffer too much” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 15). 
“Thought is not arborescent, and the brain is not a rooted or ramified matter” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 15).66 
I would have loved to be in the room when Deleuze and Guattari looked at each oth-
er and said (or wrote in silence, as in our case), “let’s write this book as a rhizome.” 
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Seriously?! 
How does that come to be? 
They must have laughed at each other. 
Who would read a book composed of plateaus, rhizomatic in nature? 
And yet, we do. We read it over and over and over again. 
Each time something new is produced. 
How did I miss all this writing in the rhizome chapter/plateaus about writing and 
how writing comes to be and what writing (can) do(es)? 
“How can the book find an adequate outside with which to assemble in hetero-
geneity, rather than a world to reproduce?” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, 
p. 24). How can our writing assemble to produce difference rather than 
sameness? 
“[C]oming and going rather than starting and finishing” (Deleuze & 
Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 25)...that is what I feel we are doing…coming and going 
with/in/through as we chaos into three(lines).
And so, we (continue to) will chaos into three(lines)... 
What just happened?!
We wrote as a rhizome! It makes sense and unsense67 at the same time.
Epilogue: xxxxx68
I loved the way it flowed last time. But I loved the way we read it this time.69 
You don’t write it. Writing isn’t always alphabetic. 
Maybe writing isn’t about making meaning, but [rather] to become, building 
relationships. But then how do we get tenure if our writing is about becoming 
and building relationships? When I have to produce numbers of documents?
Does writing have to be alphabetic print? In kindergarten, children have to 
identify and write letters. In 5th grade (or sooner), they need to be able to form a 
paragraph? (Similarly to tenure…)70
When it’s [writing] ‘the’ thing (that society values), what are we missing or 
lacking? 
Writing is often thought to be about communicating – Communicate 
(definition) → from common – sounds like relationships, being, togetherness 
(not solely about knowledge – transmitting information).
Common → shared by, coming from, or done by more than one.
 u belonging to, open to, or affecting the whole of a community or the public. 
     “common land”
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 u MATHEMATICS
     belonging to two or more quantities.71
Who are we writing this for? Who reads Taboo? —Tara
Taboo website72: 
We don’t get to put maintenance signs on our articles. 
Writing is never fully finished; it just has a due date.73
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“[W]e are composed of lines, three kinds of lines” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1980/1987, p. 202).76
Appendix
I will put Chaos into fourteen lines
By: Edna St. Vincent Millay
I will put Chaos into fourteen lines
And keep him there; and let him thence escape
If he be lucky; let him twist, and ape
Flood, fire, and demon --- his adroit designs
Will strain to nothing in the strict confines
Of this sweet order, where, in pious rape,
I hold his essence and amorphous shape,
Till he with Order mingles and combines.
Past are the hours, the years of our duress,
His arrogance, our awful servitude:
I have him. He is nothing more nor less
Than something simple not yet understood;
I shall not even force him to confess;
Or answer. I will only make him good.
Retrieved on July 25, 2019, from: https://owlcation.com/humanities/Edna-St-Vincent-Millays-I-will-put-Chaos-into-fourteen-lines 
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Notes
 1 For us, this manuscript is an assemblage, a multiplicity, a middle—rhizomatically be-
coming (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987). According to Deleuze and Guattari (1980/1987), 
“As an assemblage, a book [manuscript] has only itself, in connection with other assem-
blages and in relation to other bodies without organs” (p. 4). Because the assemblage is 
“necessarily extended by lines of deterritorialization” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 
505), we have chosen to follow these lines of deterritorialization into endnotes. Thus, we 
have chosen to not edit, revise, or ‘clean up’ the manuscript (much), but rather add end-
notes as a way to provide some backstory to the reader, additional context, connections to 
readings, and/or expand on our writing but not ‘break up’ the original version. We want to 
take care of our readers, but also show the messy a/effects of writing and chaos-ing into 
three(lines). Readers might choose to read the entire manuscript without the endnotes, or 
read the endnotes after the manuscript, or pause reading the manuscript each time they 
come upon an endnote numeral.
 2 This preface primarily came from our Zoom (digital video platform) conversation on 
May 8, 2019.
 3 Tara and Candace think and write together about literacy desiring and how students 
“go be writers.” In one such time, students became writers by making a board game. When 
students made board games, like Adam’s modeled after Candyland (Kuby & Gutshall 
Rucker, 2020), they know there is an order to the narrative/story, a chronological retelling. 
However, they also know you can play-with the story. In doing so, each time the game/sto-
ry is played/used, a different story is produced. In essence, the story is never fully finished 
when becoming-story-with-the-game. 
 4 “The assumption is that language not only is the truth (data, evidence) but can also 
stand in for the truth (be clear, transparent, objective) in mirroring reality” (St. Pierre, 
2017, p. 39). If we don’t ascribe “truth” to language, then does it matter if we are being 
“clear”?
 5 Rather than or perhaps and read. 
 6 Throughout the original manuscript we used several different fonts: Calibri for the 
most of the manuscript text (and italics Calibri for lines of a sonnet), Arial for the endnotes, 
New Times Roman for definitions (when separate from other text), and Nanum Pen Script 
for the lines of three. We chose these purposefully and artistically for each of these parts 
of the manuscript. (Publisher’s note: In coordination with the usual font styles of Taboo, in 
this published version the main text is in New Times Roman, with italics consistent with 
the authors’ intention. Times New Roman has also been used for the endnotes. The lines of 
three are in Gil Sans.) Also, as we composed this manuscript—choas-ed into three—often 
on Zoom, we found we aligned our text as left, center, and right at various times. We cannot 
now remember why, when, or who changed them and for what purpose(s). But we leave/
left them as is, again to show the messiness, a/effects of writing.
 7 We asked these questions (and made the ‘command’ of “No cheating!”) during our 
conversation as we were re-reading our initial draft. We were asking each other what we 
wanted to do to/with the writing.
 8 “[W]rite with slogans: Make the rhizomes, not roots, never plant! Don’t sow, grow 
offshoots! Don’t be one or multiple, be multiplicities! Run lines, never plot a point!” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 24). As Becky was (re)reading the manuscript, she 
was also (re)reading Deleuze and Guattari (1980/1987), and so, some of these endnotes are 
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lines of flight connecting between the manuscript and A Thousand Plateaus, but we will 
not always “explain” the connections. 
 9 Sub-sections below are titled as fragments. The writing below (the section entitled “Cha-
os-ing” and the Fragment sections) mainly came from our Zoom session on April 17, 2019. 
 10 Notice we are not “sure” who said this line…Also, notice sometimes quotations 
are “attributed” to a person, and something they are not... Perhaps we have reached “the 
point where it is no longer of any importance whether one says I” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1980/1987, p. 3).
 11 Becky is apparently obsessed with following rules (you will see it again later 
too!)… When she goes looking, she comes across this quotation from Deleuze and Guat-
tari (1980/1987): “The assemblage negotiates variables at this or that level of variation, 
according to this or that degree of deterritorialization, and determines which variables will 
enter into constant relations or obey obligatory rules and which will serve instead as a fluid 
matter for variation” (p. 100).
 12 What is the “this” here? The interaction between us? The becoming three(lines)? 
The writing? The chaos-ing? Does it matter? We have been “trained” to not use such am-
biguous language such as “this”—but rather to “qualify” it each time—but what do you do/
write when you don’t know what the “this” is? What if the “this” is yet-to-be-named?
 13 Again, what is the “this” here? Is it the same as in the previous endnote? Is it differ-
ent? Does it matter?
 14 These typed notes are from our Zoom conversation. It seems this time, we “know” 
what the “this” is. 
 15 “The problem of writing: in order to designate something exactly, anexact expres-
sions are utterly unavoidable” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/1987, p. 20). So, sometimes we 
also make up words; for example: choased, chaos-ing.
 16 Again here, as in endnote #4, we have concerns about clarity. 
 17 Inspired by a quotation by St. Pierre (2011): “I advise students to take seriously 
Lacan’s (as cited in Ulmer, 1985) advice, ‘to read does not obligate one to understand. First 
it is necessary to read…avoid understanding too quickly’ (p. 196) … and I advise students 
to read harder when the text seems too hard to read, to just keep reading, letting the new 
language wash over them until it becomes familiar” (p. 614).
 18 This becoming manuscript, previous writing or drafts.
 19  See our discussion below on the origins of the word write.
 20 This section was our initial abstract for the editors in response to the call for papers 
for the special issue, which we wrote in November 2018. We have decided to keep it here 
in the manuscript in its entirety, with very minor edits. 
 21 Definitions and word origins used in this manuscript come from the Apple Dictio-
nary tool, which pulls from the New Oxford American Dictionary, or occasionally a Google 
search, which pulls definitions from Oxford Languages. We only keep the portions of the 
definitions that are pertinent directly to our discussion of the word for ease of reading. We 
keep the italics as in the original, but sometimes change the bolding for our own emphasis. 
As dictionary entries may change, please note that all these definitions were pulled on or 
before July 30, 2019. 
 22 Candace and Becky write about pedagogies of qualitative inquiry. Candace and Tara 
write about literacy desirings or the becoming (of) literacies when young children are in-
vited to ‘go be a writer’ with a range of artistic and digital tools. This is the first manuscript 
the three of us are writing together.
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 23 Drag can also have another meaning—that of “to dress in clothing of the opposite 
sex for the sake of entertainment” (Drag, 2020, n.p.); this additional definition of drag was 
brought to our attention by our reviewers and the editors of this special issue, for which 
we are grateful because it produced yet another chaos-ing in asking us to ask “How does 
one ‘write one’s body’ as chaos etc in terms of drag?” Similar to Alexander (2003), we 
see and have experienced/performed “pedagogy as drag” where “pedagogy is about what 
we as teachers reveal and what we conceal in the classroom and why” (p. 418) and where 
“a carefully crafted teaching persona… is either designed to foreground aspects of the 
personal or to cover them up. It is about those moments of slippage or detection… when 
either by accident or intention we reveal our biases or our students detect our biases and 
articulate their detection through questions of fairness” (p. 429). We can think about our 
writing similarly—what do we reveal in our writing and what do we conceal and why? And 
what happens when our students (and/or readers) articulate their detection of our accidental 
or intentional slippages through questions of fairness (or perhaps, clarity)?
 24 There is yet another drag performance that we often participate in—that of “meth-
odological drag” (Nordstrom & Happel-Parkins, 2016) where “for us to convince others of 
a certain methodological performance, we must use the discourse of the networks in which 
that methodology is situated” (p. 150). Similarly, in our writing, to convince others of a 
certain writing performance (academic writing, for example), we must use the discourse of 
the networks in which our writing is situated (academic journals, book chapters, alphabetic 
print). But what if we didn’t have to? What if, instead of having “singular conceptions 
of qualitative research methodologists [or in this case, writing], methodological drag [or 
perhaps, writing (as) drag] allows for fluid, multiple, and sometimes contradictory concep-
tions of methodologist [writer]” (Nordstrom & Happel-Parkins, 2016, p. 152)?
 25 In the process of writing our proposal for this special issue, we were drawn strongly to 
the phrase within the call: “I will chaos into 14 lines,” and we were surprised to find that the 
poem actually states “I will put Chaos into fourteen lines” (Millay, n.d., emphasis our own). We 
want to thank the editors of the special issue for this poetic license in citing the poem, because 
had they not done so, our thinking/writing of this entire manuscript might not have occurred. 
 26 We made these three “headings” out of the quotation from Deleuze and Guattari 
(1980/1987). But now, we are not exactly sure how writing as becoming became writing as 
messiness and a/effective...
 27 As Kuby and Christ (2020) have written elsewhere about what we have come to 
call (re)etymologizing: “Over the years, and inspired by reading Haraway’s (2008, 2016) 
work, we have found ourselves looking up words in dictionaries. We often wonder how a 
word is defined and what its etymology is, how it came to be and how it is used, and what 
it means and how that meaning has shifted over time. We muse on these definitions and 
etymologies, not in a quest to find ‘The’ answer but rather it is in the process of searching 
for definitions and etymologies that our thinking is undone and newness about a concept/
word is produced… [I]n short, we are both seeking meaning in words and to undo/trouble/
refute that meaning at the same time” (p. 12-13). 
 28 This quotation is taken directly from the call for papers for this special issue.
 29 This was originally a disclaimer to the editors to let them know that we didn’t know 
what would be(come) of the manuscript, and we leave it here still as a disclaimer to you, 
the readers.
 30 As Becky said at the onset of this manuscript, we repeat here, “How do we write a 
piece that is never finished?”
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 31 This quotation is also from the call for papers for this special issue.
 32 We note from our Zoom call on June 24, 2019, that reading the “Preface” and “Write 
|rīt|” (original abstract) sections out loud [Becky read the manuscript text, Tara the end-
notes, and Candace the lingering comment boxes in Google docs] that they each produced 
different e/affects. The original abstract had less notes because the writing had been revised 
and edited many times before submitting the abstract, and the preface was not “cleaned up” 
in that same way. And we wonder what these two different writing “styles” next to each 
other produce? And we wonder about our own comfort levels in “publishing” them. What 
even are comfort levels [of/about writing]?
 33 Notice our addition of the -ing on chaos. In much of our work, we have found it 
productive to verbify words as they are not only things but also doings (see Kuby & Christ 
[2018] for more about do/things). As Becky and Candace note elsewhere: “Nouns appear 
stable; nouns are people, places, things or ideas, but verbifying the word makes it active. 
We are calling on verbs, calling on -ing’s here” (Kuby & Christ, 2020, p. 26). Tara and Can-
dace, in their thinking/writing on literacies and Deleuze’s notion of desire conceptualized 
the phrase “literacy desiring”—desiring as a do/thing. We are also reminded of Nordstrom 
and Happel-Parkins’ (2016) idea that “[r]ethinking these terms [in this case, chaos] as verbs 
serves as a counter discourse to a stable, conventional, and humanist conception of these 
terms. The verb-oriented counter discourse gestures toward a compositional space in which 
one knits together a subject position that is always already caught up in networks” (p. 151).
 34 This is where our idea of titling subheadings “Fragments” came from. 
  35 As Candace noticed on the June 24, 2019, Zoom call, this section had no endnotes 
other than the title of the section. The section felt “whole” in the fragments. But we decided 
to make an endnote about the fact that there were no endnotes... These endnotes are going 
to be the end of us (-Becky); They are really just the beginning (-Candace).
 36 “[P]eople can simultaneously be stuck and do things, and this is not nothing” (Biehl 
& Locke, 2017, p. 21). 
 37 A suggestion Candace made on Zoom towards the beginning of our April 17, 2019, 
meeting. We wrote for approximately 1 hour and 45 minutes without talking. Much of this 
manuscript came from that silent, but lively and affectual meeting. 
 38 Who is the “we” here? We, the co-authors? We, the academy? We, the field of edu-
cation? We, the world?
 39 Tara, in her classroom, provided spaces for traditional learning objectives, such as 
with narratives, informational and opinion writing, and even the organizational structures 
(“first, second, then, next, finally” or paragraphing). She discussed with students the nor-
malized expectations of writing. She also provided ample time, space, and materials for 
students to follow literacy desirings using a range of artistic and digital tools. Tara and 
students alike felt the disequilibrium of becoming in this both/and, possibly, like we three 
have felt at times in writing this manuscript. 
 40 This is a reference to the stanza from the poem included below. Please see endnote 
43 for more information about the poem. 
 41 We found the special issue call for papers a lovely invitation to be messy and art-full 
as writers.
 42 We noted on our June 24, 2019, Zoom call that we have various fonts, sizes, bold 
words, margins, alignments, and spacing. We wondered why we did that—what was the 
intention behind those. Then we wondered: do we know the intentions, can we remember? 
Do we need to remember? It was intentional at one point in time—or maybe it wasn’t—but 
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we can’t represent or explain why now. Do we need to find an order, a rule, a way to make 
consistency in our writing? Or do we leave it as is? 
 43 This stanza comes from the poem by Edna St. Vincent Millay that served as inspi-
ration for the call for papers for this special issue. See the Appendix to our manuscript for 
the entire sonnet.
 44 Read endnote 43 again. 
 45 Perhaps we were wondering what other writers for this special issue might be writ-
ing (note from Zoom call, June 24, 2019). 
 46 When Candace and Tara began their partnership in 2010, writing was the “elephant 
in Tara’s lesson plans” because Tara had not spent concentrated time writing or thinking 
about writing as a writer herself. Since 2010, we have opened spaces for literacy desirings. 
This has influenced students, but also us. We, along with our writing, are becoming as we 
give ourselves space, time, materials… and trust/permission. 
 47 See Zapata, Kuby, & Thiel (2018) and Kuby & Gutshall Rucker (2016) for discus-
sions of literacies as otherwise and the not-yet-known. 
 48 Constrain, according to the Apple Dictionary, comes from Middle English via Old 
French from Latin constringere meaning ‘bind tightly together.’ We find it interesting that 
binding can be restricting, but is it always bad to be bound together? As Haraway (2016) 
reminds us, “Nothing is connected to everything; [but] everything is connected to some-
thing” (p. 31). Thus, constraining is a both/and. For some students, the invitation to “go be 
a writer” might be constraining and freeing at the same time.
 49 What is “this”? This writing? How do we use language to represent its it-ness?
 50 This stanza also comes from the poem by Edna St. Vincent Millay that served as 
inspiration for the call for manuscripts for this special issue.
 51 The phrase “agitating the academic sensibilities” comes directly from the call for 
papers for this special issue under a section listing characteristics for types of manuscripts 
they would like to see. 
 52 Again, in the process of writing our proposal for this special issue, we were drawn 
strongly to the phrase within the call: “I will chaos into 14 lines,” and we were surprised 
to find that the poem actually states “I will put Chaos into fourteen lines” (Millay, n.d., 
emphasis our own). This conversation we are having in the manuscript above is in direct 
relation to this realization/discovery. 
 53 While inviting students to “go be a writer,” Tara has seen writing encompass much 
more than alphabetic print. When given time, space, materials, along with trust/permission, 
literacy desirings included a 3D birdhouse and 19-foot giraffe mural (Kuby, Gutshall, & 
Kirchhofer, 2015), a silent puppet show (Kuby, 2019), a solar system mural designed to 
scale (Kuby & Crawford, 2018), game boards, cooking demonstrations, fire-safety brace-
lets and more (Kuby & Gutshall Rucker, 2016).
 54 Our initial plan was to spend one writing session (2-hour Zoom meeting) on each 
of the three fragments. However, during our April 17, 2019, meeting we found ourselves 
writing in all three fragments (sections), in silence—but not without struggle and not with-
out mess. 
 55 Here is that word again: “This.” What is the “this” we are referring to? We think the 
“this” here is our attempt to describe our be(com)ing writers/writing. 
 56 You might recognize this portion of writing, as you already read it above. We pulled 
it down into this section during one of our writing sessions, before deciding to keep the 
original writing from our proposal in our manuscript. We have decided now not to delete 
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it—but instead to repeat it—because each time the writing is encountered, we/you may be 
different. 
 57 Should we edit this to be “Are we chaos-ing into ourselves, as three(people), 
three(lines)?” so it reads as a question as we have a question mark? 
 58 We use “D&G” often as shorthand for “Deleuze and Guattari.”
 59 Except we didn’t always know our own “writing” when we went back and reread 
this manuscript. Sometimes, we have no idea who wrote the particular “words” we are 
reading later. 
 60 We added the bolding for emphasis. 
 61 Again, our initial plan was to spend one writing session (2-hour Zoom meeting) 
on each of the three fragments. However, during our April 17, 2019, meeting we found 
ourselves writing in all three fragments (sections), in silence. 
 62 Our use of endnotes throughout are in a sense an attempt to “map” what unfolded 
and continues to unfold. 
 63 During our silent writing, one of us was typing the previous three lines into single lines, 
and another of us put them into a right-margin alignment to repeat the three-line segments we 
planned in our abstract (i.e., “Write |rīt|” section above). And this was the written response. 
 64 Hence, we include some of the various dates we Zoomed together and wrote this 
piece in our endnotes.
 65 One of us (or perhaps more than one of us) apparently got very excited about this 
quotation! And we (attempt to) increase our territory by deterritorializing into endnotes 
like this one. 
 66 A stream of quotes from Deleuze and Guattari (1980/1987) written out as Candace 
re-entered this plateau from A Thousand Plateaus and was shocked to see so much about 
books and writing. During our May 8, 2019, Zoom meeting, we discussed if we should 
leave this string of quotes as is. We also discussed this fragment seemed “less developed” 
than the others. But what does it mean to be less developed? And is that okay? So, we left 
it as it was. You may also consider reading Kuby & Christ’s (2020) discussion about theo-
retical (un/der)developing. 
 67 According to Colombat (1991), Deleuze, in his creation and work with concepts, 
juxtaposes “two incompatible fields and explanations [which] creates a non-sense, an ex-
cess of sense, that puts in motion the intellect and the imagination of the reader” (p. 14). 
In our writing, we called this non-sense/excess of sense, “sense and unsense at the same 
time.”
 68 We often use the “x” (often in combinations of 3-5) as a placeholder for future 
thoughts to be inserted. We leave them here because there is always already more thought-
to-come in writing. We leave the x’s as part of our epilogue heading here to show the nev-
er-finishedness of writing and the messiness that (can) occur(s) in the moment of writing. 
 69 The Epilogue was primarily written during our Zoom call on May 8, 2019. It was 
written with the Preface as one text as we chaosed into three(lines). We chose to pull these 
parts to the end, but notice our beginning and end occur at the “same time.” As Deleuze and 
Guattari (1980/1987) discuss, “Aeon: the indefinite time of the event, the floating line that 
knows only speed and continually divides that which transpires into an already-there that 
is at the same time not-yet-here” (p. 262, italics in original). 
 70 There are standards/expectations developed by universities and colleges for faculty 
members to work towards for tenure and promotion just as there is a standardization of 
PreK-12 schooling. 
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 71 Two or more… like maybe three?
 72 Screenshot taken during our May 8, 2019, meeting when we tried to visit the jour-
nal’s website to learn more about the journal Taboo. 
 73 A similar thought was shared by Christopher Lehman and quoted on the classroom 
door of one of Tara’s colleagues. She often experiences its honesty when she rereads pub-
lished pieces of her and Candace’s writing and notices parts that they might add to or even 
revise. 
 74 On May 23, 2019, Candace and Tara were Skyping and working on a different 
manuscript when Becky texted both of them as she was (re)reading Deleuze and Guattari 
(1980/1987). These screenshots show the text exchange that ensued. If readers want to read 
the text messages in the order they happened, read each “line” (two screen images) left to 
right and then down to the next line.
  75 The quote included in the text message comes from the article about Deleuze and 
Guattari that Tara shared (Wolters, 2013). Also, note the typo in the text messages—“de-
tail” should be the word “delete.” Perhaps we are actually detailing this thread because 
we are “giv[ing] the full particulars of” (one part of a definition of detail) by featuring the 
entire texting thread in images here. 
 76 The quote to end the manuscript comes directly from the reading that Becky shared 
with Tara and Candace that evening that began the text change—where even Deleuze & 
Guattari (1980/1987) discuss three kinds of lines.
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